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Translation checked on 21.07.2010 

Side A 
 The morning class of 5.04.89, on page 9. Om shanti. The father has explained, This is a story for 
Bharat.’ What kind of story is this? He is a rich man in the morning; he is a beggar in the evening.i The morning 
means… [A student: The Golden Age.] He is a rich man in the morning meaning the Golden Age. And in 
darkness meaning in the Iron Age? [Students: A beggar.] He is poor. The story is about this. He was a rich man 
in the morning. You don’t listen to these things, when you are rich. Only in the Confluence Age you children 
listen to the stories of the rich man and the beggar. One has to assimilate it in the heart. Devotion makes you 
beggars in the same way. Knowledge makes you  rich men. Devotion means… [A student is saying something.] 
What is called devotion and what is called knowledge? The blind faith is called devotion. Reverence and faith 
are something good, but reverence and faith based on the intellect. So, devotion makes you beggars in the same 
way. There are the unlimited day and night. The issues of the rich man and the beggar are also unlimited. What 
kind of unlimited issues are those of the rich man and the beggar? What are the limited issues of the rich man 
and the beggar? They think that if someone is without wealth and property, he is a beggar; and if he has a lot of 
wealth and property, he is a rich man. They think like this about the physical wealth. But what is the unlimited 
issue about? It is about the world of  the Confluence Age. In the world of the Confluence Age in the shooting 
period* you are rich in the satopradhanii stage; you are full with the wealth of knowledge. And what about the 
tamopradhaniii  shooting*? [Students: Poor.] Poor. So, this is the unlimited issue, and the one who makes [you 
rich] is the unlimited father.  

There is only one battery* for all the impure and degraded (patit) souls in order to make them pure 
(pavan). Remember points like this and you will be happy. The father says, ‘Children, in the morning you 
become rich, then in the evening you become beggars.’ What is a specialty of the battery? First it is charged, 
then it becomes discharged*. So, why was it said that there was one battery for all the impure and degraded 
souls? The battery gets repeatedly discharged. [A student is saying: It is a big battery.] All right, even a big 
battery. Whether it is a big one or a small one, the battery will definitely become discharged. [A student is saying 
something.] All right, who is a battery? And who is the generator*? [Students are saying something.] Yes, 
ShivBaba is the generator – the giver of power. And the first battery is Prajapita. So, there is only one battery for 
all the impure and degraded souls in order to make them pure. Remember points like this and you will happy. 
The father says, ‘Children, in the morning you become rich, then in the evening you become beggars.’ The father 
explains also how you become this. How will the battery become discharged? [A student is saying something.] 
The battery becomes discharged, when it is connected with the others. In the Iron Age they are disconnected 
from the generator. And in the beginning of the Golden Age they are connected. So, it was said, ‘The father 
shows a method to become rich.’ So, what is the method? [A student: The connection with one.] Yes, you should 
be connected with One. Manmanabahv, madhyajibhaviv – these are two methods not to let the battery become 
discharged. What? It is not that you must not come in the relationship of the brother and sister or that you 
mustn’t meet the others freely or that you mustn’t talk with others. It’s OK. But the intellect should be connected 
with one. So, manmanabhav. The intellect should remain connected with me! The thoughts of the mind should 
be merged in me. What will be the result, if someone’s thoughts are merged in one father? [A student: 
Madhyajibhav.] What is madhyajibhav? Madh yaji bhav – yaji means to sacrifice (yajan karna), to make a 
sacrifice. Madhyajibhav – make a sacrifice for me! It means whatever action you perform, perform it for me. It is 
because the body and the wealth will naturally go, where the mind is connected. No one will sacrifice the body 
and no one will sacrifice the wealth, if the mind is not there. They will not dedicate time; they will not sacrifice 
the power of time and relationships there either. So, these are two methods. The children know also that it is the 
purushottam Confluence Age. There is the guarantee* that all of you, who are sitting here, will become rich in 
the Golden Age. For whom is there the guarantee? For those who are sitting here. Where are they sitting? There 
is the guarantee for all of them who are sitting in Mount Abu. [A student is saying something.] So, being rich or 
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being poor – what is the basis of this? What is the basis of becoming rich? The connection with one father. And 
what is the basis of becoming poor? The connection with many. But here there is something unique. Here you 
must not break with the [relationships] in that world. You have to maintain the relationships in the world as well 
as the subtle relationships. You must not break connections with anyone. Otherwise, their well-being cannot take 
place. What does you have to do here? Here, you have to connect the intellect with one father and maintain 
relationships with everyone. You have to maintain relationships with everyone, but the foot of the intellect 
[should be] in one direction. They are number wise, according to the efforts. It is the same at school – they are 
number wise. There is the class transfer. When the examinations are complete, [students]  sit number wise. What 
kind of class transfer has to take place here? And where do you have to sit? That concerns the limited study. 
They pass the primary section* and they go to  middle* and high schools*. What is it about here? Where are you 
sitting? What do you pass*? You pass the primary course* here. Which course? The first birth. It is said that the 
Brahmins have two births. The first knowledge – the basic knowledge – that basic knowledge is an ordinary 
knowledge (sadharan gyan). What is the soul? A point. What is the Supreme Soul? A point. It is not a special 
knowledge. It is because all the souls are similar points. 5 billions soils are points. What special knowledge is 
there in this? The special knowledge is “who am I?” Which role do I - a soul point - play? And through which 
form does that Supreme Soul point of light play the special role, that he makes paradise of hell? [Who is ] such 
an actor that creates the new world. If it takes place in practice, the entire world will believe. If it doesn’t take 
place in practice, no one will believe. This special knowledge is the advanced knowledge*. This is the high 
education. So, from where to where are you transferred? You are transferred from the basic knowledge to the 
advanced knowledge. The class transfer takes place. When the examinations are complete, they sit number wise. 
That is a limited issue. This is an unlimited issue. They enter the Rudra mala number wise. Some come first, 
some come later. [It is] the mala or the tree. The tree itself has [its] seed. The Supreme Soul (paramatma) is the 
seed of the human world. The children know how the tree goes into expansion, how it becomes old. You didn’t 
know it in the beginning. The father came and explained it. Now it is the purushottam Confluence Age. Now you 
children have to make spiritual efforts, you have to assimilate divine virtues. There is even a story about it. 
“Take the other’s wings and put them in yourselves (dusre ke pankh nikal apne men dalo). There are the wings 
of the divine virtues. So, you have to take care of oneself. You will become pure only through the pilgrimage of 
remembrance. There is no other method. You have to connect fully with the father who is the almighty battery. 
His battery is never discharged. He doesn’t come into the sato, rajo, tamov, because he is in the stage beyond the 
results of actions (karmatit avastha). Whose? [Students are saying: Of the father.] Karmatit means the stage 
beyond attraction to the action. You children come into the bondage of the action. You become attached and 
bound (bandaiman) by the action that you perform. I am not attached and bound. Bondage is so tough. Because 
it is the kingdom of Ravan, you become attached and bound by the action that you perform. Bondage is so tough. 
Now the father says, ‘Apart from remembrance and knowledge, there is no other method to become free from 
these bonds.’ Knowledge makes man soft. In the same way devotion also makes them soft. [People] will say, 
‘This is a poor devotee; he has no hypocrisy at all.’ However, the devotees are hypocritical. Baba is very 
experienced in this issue. The soul works and so on through this body, so it remembers everything of this birth. 
[Man] should remember things of the age of 4-5 and his life story. Some forget even things of the age of 10-20. 
The form of each birth cannot be remembered. But they can say something about one birth. They remember it. 
They cannot know about the other births. Every soul plays role under various names, forms, in various countries 
an times. The name, the form and everything keeps changing. It is in the intellect how the soul leaves one body 
and takes another one. Certainly there will be 84 births, 84 names and 84 stories. In the end the relationships 
become tamopradhan. What will be the 84th father like? The one who has the tamopradhan relationships. There 
are never as many relationships as at this time. At which time? Hm? Why? [A student is saying something about 
the Confluence Age.] It is because that only the Confluence Age is such an age, when in the shooting period* the 
repetition not just of 63, but of 84 births takes place. Where the most relationships are created? In the Confluence 
Age. Why are they created? In the other births you created relationships, you came into bondage, and what do 
you have to do in this one birth? Do you have to break the relationships or to create them? Various types of 
relationships of 63 births will come to settle their accounts. Some will settle their accounts through the 
vibrations*, some will settle their accounts through the eyes (drishti), some will settle their accounts through the 
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words, some may settle their accounts through the organs of action. They will come to settle their accounts and 
what about us? What should we do? We should settle the accounts with them and become free. It shouldn’t 
happen that we would be entangled in the bondage of a new account. So, there are never as many relationships as 
at this time. If we remain in bondage in this birth, our number in the mala will go down. It is because what the 
main effort is? Nashtomoha issmriti labdha.vi Conquering attachment to what? Conquering attachment to the 
body and all the bodily relationships. There are many Iron Aged relationships. They should be considered to be 
nothing but bondage. Bondage like that in the Iron Age didn’t exist in the Copper Age. There are so many 
children, then they get married, then they give birth to children – the greatest bondage is at this time. Younger 
paternal uncles, aunties, elder paternal uncles – there are so many of them. The more relationships, the more 
bandage. It was read a newspaper that 5 children were born together. So, with how many children did they have 
to create relationships? [A student: 5.] They have to create relationships with 5 children. And here? What unique 
is here [A student is saying: With one father.] It is with one father. But here many relationships come before us. 
In the Brahmin family… Not in the Brahmin family. Those, who are new children, who become Brahmin 
children, have their golden chains, don’t they? They will also come before us in the shooting period*, won’t 
they? If someone became attached, a relationship was created, wasn’t it? Just like in the Iron Aged world 5 
children were born together. So, the mother became attached to 5 at once. Where will the shooting of it take 
place? The shooting takes place here, in the Confluence Age.  So, it was read a newspaper that 5 were born 
together – all the 5 were healthy. Count, how many relationships are created. Your relationship now is the 
lightest. What was said above? [A student is saying something.] Aur relationship here is the lightest. Because it 
is with one father, it is the lightest. But the repetition of 63 births takes place here and those relationships come 
to settle their accounts. Remembrance doesn’t remain that the time of settling the accounts is going on now. In 
stead of being the lightest, what happens? There are never as many relationships as at this time. Now, you have 
the lightest relationship – all the relationships are with one father. All the relationships, all the types of 
relationships with one father. You don’t connect your intellect with anyone else. What kind of connection of the 
intellect? Our intellect doesn’t connect with anyone else in many types of relationships. The maternal 
grandfather, the younger paternal uncle, the maternal uncle, the elder paternal uncle, the father’s elder brother, 
the bridegroom, the bride - we don’t have relationships with the others. All these relationships are created with 
one father. In the Golden Age there are more [relationships] than now. More than when? More than in the 
Confluence Age. Here, there is the relationship with one father. And what happens in the Golden Age? There are 
the brother and sister, the mother and father. Now you have the life like diamonds. The highest* father adopts 
children. Who adopts? The highest* one. The highest means that there is no one higher than him. You have to go 
in [his] lap alive. What far? To receive the inheritance. It takes place now. You have come in the lap of such a 
father from whom you receive the inheritance. The inheritance of what? [Students are saying something.] The 
inheritance of paradise, the inheritance of peace and happiness. So, you have come in the lap of such a father… 
What father? From whom we have to receive the inheritance of peace and happiness. No one asks you Brahmins. 
 The second page. Everyone connects his intellect with one. You don’t have any relationships with each 
other. Even the relationship between the brother and sister causes degradation. Why did he say like this? Hm? 
Does the relationship between the brother and sister cause degradation? Why did he say like this? It is because 
the Iron Aged is tamopradhan. In the tamopradhan Iron Aged world… Actually the marriage between brothers 
and sisters has prevailed in the Islam religion since the Copper Age. The foundation of the corrupted drishtivii 

was laid there. Which age (yugaviii) is going on now? [A student: The Iron Age.] The Iron Age is going on. We 
are in the Confluence Age. Again and again we go to the stage of the Golden Age and we make efforts to go 
there and then where do we fall again and again? We come into the vibrations* of the tamopradhan Iron Aged 
world. It means that there may be something spoilt/dirty in the relationship between the brother and sister. It is 
because Baba said, ‘In the world of today even the brother doesn’t leave the sister; he makes her dirty; the father 
doesn’t leave the daughter, the uncle doesn’t leave the niece; the guru doesn’t leave his disciple.’ So, the 
relationship between the brother and sister also causes degradation. You should have the relationships with one. 
This is a new issue. You have to become pure and go back. By churning the ocean of thoughts in this way, you 
will have an experience of a great splendour (raunak). The difference between the splendour of the Golden Age 
and the splendour of the Iron Age is like that between the day and the night. The time of devotion is the kingdom 
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of Ravan. There is so much arrogance of science in the end. For example, they make a comparison with the 
Golden Age. A daughter wrote a message, ‘I asked a question “Are you in paradise or are you in hell?” 4-5 said, 
“We are in paradise.”  It sits in the intellect that there is a difference like between the day and the night. Some 
think, ‘We are in hell.’ Then, you have to explain to them, ‘Do you want to become residents of paradise?’ To 
whom? You have to explain to those who consider themselves to be in hell. The others say, ‘We are in paradise.’ 
This knowledge is not for the deities who reside in paradise. Don’t explain to them. Tell them who establishes 
paradise. [xxx unclear recording.] 
 What was the reward? What inheritance did you receive? What will they say? We received the kingdom 
of paradise. Which birth is going on? This is our first birth out of 21 births. Let’s go to the paradise ashram of 
Madhuban; we will guide you, we will show you. [A student is saying something.] There is no need to explain to 
them. Tell those, who consider themselves to be in hell, to be sorrowful, ‘Do you want to become residents of 
paradise?’ Who establishes paradise? These are very sweet issues. You write them down. But when you don’t 
have [xxxx unclear recording], notes are left. There are no notes in the intellect. You don’t remember 
[points/notes] on time. Shiva himself is the Supreme Father Supreme Soul who purifies the impure ones. Why 
don’t you remember on time? It is because what the intellect is like? The intellect is degraded and vicious. The 
vicious intellect is like a hole. There is no benefit from putting knowledge into it. On one side you keep putting 
knowledge in it, on the other side knowledge flies out again and again. So, you don’t remember [them] on time. 
Shiva himself is the Supreme Father Supreme Soul who purifies the impure ones. He says, ‘Remember me 
alone!’ What does he say? Who says it? The Supreme Father Supreme Soul [meaning] point of light… ? [A 
student is saying something.] Why? How will a point speak? It definitely speaks through the mouth of 
someone’s body. What does he say? Remember me alone! Remember me – one point. Don’t remember any other 
points! Now, how shall we know which point we should remember as ‘me-one point’? We should consider that 
the form through the mouth of which he spoke is the corporeal form and the incorporeal point of light is 
performing tasks in it. We have to have faith in that pravritti ix and remember it. Which pravritti? The pravritti of 
the soul and the body. Our path is the path of the pravritti. What will happen if someone remembers only a 
point? He will go into the path of the nivritti x. What do Abraham, Buddha, and Christ do? [A student: They 
remember a point.] They remember a point, this is why they go in the path of the nivritti; they become gurus of 
the path of the nivritti.  They cannot come into the Ancient Deity Religion of the path of the pravritti. Here, in the 
world of the Brahmins there are many souls like this, who don’t remember the pravritti. They only remember a 
point. And what do they teach the others? Remembering a point. So, the father says, ‘Remember me alone and 
the sins will be removed.’ There will be some income from remembrance, won’t there? The practice of 
remembrance emerges now. Now means when? In the Confluence Age. Where is the foundation of the traditions 
that are in the path of devotion laid? Now in the Confluence Age. Just like in the beginning of the Copper Age it 
used to be the unadulterated remembrance of the incorporeal one. Where was the foundation of that practice 
laid? In the Confluence Age. It is because it was the satopradhan period* of the Copper Age. You become so 
elevated and pure through remembrance. The more spiritual efforts someone will make the higher position  he 
will receive. What is the basis of [receiving] high positions? The more someone will remember…. Sometimes 
[Baba] says that the more service someone will do, the higher position he will receive. These are two different 
things. Remembrance itself is service.    
 

Side B 
 In register number 11, page 10. The second page of the murli of 5.04.89. In middle. So, the father is the 
unlimited master. How is he the unlimited master? All the 5 billions souls will accept that master. There will not 
be even one human soul that wouldn’t bow the head to that master. It is a question of time. Some will bow first, 
some will bow later. So, the father is the unlimited master. It is very easy. Paradise is that way. And hell is this 
way. Are the residents of paradise good or are the residents of hell good? Those, who will be sensible, will say 
that the residents of paradise are good. Some say, ‘We don’t know anything about the residents of paradise and 
the residents of hell, what paradise is, what hell is.’ It is because they don’t know the father. [They don’t know] 
that the father is the one who destroys hell and creates paradise. Some leave the lap of the father and go in the 
lap of Maya; then they cannot understand the question of paradise and hell. This is a wonder*. The father is 
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wonderful*, so knowledge is [also] wonderful*. Everyone is wonderful. The one who understands this wonder 
should be also like this; someone whose intellect would remain engaged only in this wonder. Ravan is not a 
wonder*. His creation is not a wonder either. There is a difference like between the day and the night. [People] 
wrote in scriptures, ‘His body became black.’ Who? [Students: Krishna.] Krishna. A snake bit him and he 
became black. Now, you can explain this properly. What will you explain in this case? What has been written in 
the scriptures is the memorial of which time? [Students: Of the Confluence Age.] Everything is the memorial of 
the Confluence Age. So, which was the black body? Kali. Mahakali. And what does the body (deh) mean? The 
burning of Lanka (Lanka dahen). Lanka is burnt down; so it was named Lanka dahen. So, the black body (kali 

deh) means the one that burns. Just like fire. What does fire do? [Students: It burns.] It burns. There are two 
types of fire. One is the fire of yoga, meaning the fire of affection. And the other is the fire of lust. Which fire 
was there in the black body? [Students: The fire of lust.] There was the fire of lust. When does the fire of lust 
assume an explosive form? In the Golden and the Silver Ages or in the Copper and the Iron Ages? [Students: In 
the Copper and the Iron Ages.] Why? What is there in the Copper and the Iron Ages that the fire of lust assumes 
there a ferocious form? [Students: Body consciousness.] Body consciousness? The deities also have body 
[consciousness] to a certain extent. The children are born through the attraction of the eyes, through the 
attraction of the face. It is the body, isn’t it? How will the children be conceived without the body? [A student: 
There are no vices?] Vices? Defects? Why not? If there weren’t defects, how would it come to the decrease of 2 
celestial degrees? How would it come to the decrease of 8 celestial degrees in the end of the Copper Age? [A 
student is saying: But not that much.] That much this much… So, what does it mean? That adulteration 
(vyabhicar) doesn’t exist there. And what about the Copper and the Iron Ages? [Students: There is adulteration.] 
There is adulteration. Since the time, when the attitude (vritti)  becomes adulterous, the fire of lust assumes a 
ferocious form. The fire is ignited. Various types of unfulfilled desires and ambitions become very rigid. It is 
because various types of relationships increase in number. The more ambitions are there, the more relationships 
will be there and the more bondage will increase. The soul will not become a man every birth, so that it would 
keep others in bondage. It will take on also a female body, so the sanskars of coming into bondage will also arise 
in it. So, the body is black. What is the body like? [Students: Black.] Not white; the body is black. It means that 
the soul coming into various relationships in 63 births becomes like what? [Students: Black.] Black and trouble 
giving. What will be the result* of mere coming into its company for someone who will come into this company. 
He will burn in the fire of lust. What did Krishna do? [Students are saying something.] His body became black. 
All of them who do like this are finished off. And what did Krishna do? He went across the River of Poison 
(vishayvetarani nadi). His body became black. A snake bit him, because a black snake with 5 hoods was in it. It 
had 5 hoods that were filled with lust, anger, greed, attachment, arrogance [ego]. [It was] the snake in the form of 
5 vices. It will certainly bite the one who will go there. ‘How did you get into my place of stay?’ So, a snake bit 
him and he became black. Who? [Students: Krishna.] Krishna. Will Krishna be black in the Golden Age? Then 
which time does it concern? [Students: The Confluence Age.] For sure in the Confluence Age the soul of 
Krishna, meaning the soul of Brahma after leaving the body, enters some Brahmin child. That Brahmin child 
comes into the relationships, into close contacts* with the human souls that have remained in relationships with 
various souls in many births. The greatest degradation takes place because of the relationship between the man 
and woman. Degradation takes place because of the vice of lust. They become impure and degraded (patit). It 
wasn’t said that they become impure and degraded because of the vice of anger. So, his body became black [lit. 
he jumped into a black body]. A snake bit him and he became black. Now, you understand these issues very well 
that he became black and why he became black? And why did he jump? The others in the world also jump. 
[Students are saying something.] Arey! Someone committed some deed, the other committed the same deed, so it 
should be the same sin; it should become the same bondage of action. Yet why is his black nature (kalapana) 

praised so much? [People] make pictures of the black Krishna and they keep worshipping him. They make 
pictures of the black Ram and they keep worshipping him? But when the humans become black, when they 
become tamopradhan, they don’t worship them. What is the difference in actions? [A student is saying 
something.] It is the aim and object that count. The action which is performed in remembrance doesn’t become 
bondage. This is the first thing. I bring about destruction through the one who cannot be stained with a sin. For 
sure, the one who becomes instrumental in destruction…. It is because why does destruction take place? 
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[Students: Impurity.] Destruction takes place because of impurity. What will happen because of coming into 
relationships, contacts, and connections with many? Happiness and peace in this world will be destroyed. And 
through remaining in the remembrance of one? [A student: Purity.] Purity will arise, establishment will take 
place. What takes place through Brahma? Establishment.  And through Shankar? [Student: Destruction.] 
Destruction. Which work is difficult? [Students: Destruction.] Why? Why is the work of destruction difficult? 
Because it is the question of being of a yogi to keep the intellect detached despite coming into relationships and 
contacts with many. It is nothing great, if someone didn’t come into relationships, contacts, connections with 
many, if he remained a Sanyasi and he remained pure. The Sanyasis are like this. They also remain pure. Which 
is the special role of bringing about well-being of the entire world? That of Shankar. But it was also said, ‘You 
children must not make efforts to become a master Shankar.’ What? What if you would bring about well being 
of everyone? Why? It is because only the one, who has become stable in that stage – on that seat, can bring about 
well-being of the others. Otherwise he cannot do it. If someone takes the picture of Krishna and reads it, he will 
be refreshed* [knowing] why Krishna became black, why and when he entered the cycle of 84 births, when he 
rotated the discus of the self-realization. It is the story of 84 births, isn’t it? In the same way as there is the story 
of Krishna, there is your story.  

You have come to paradise anyway. They keep coming also in the Silver Age. Expansion takes place 
constantly. It is not that those, who are kings in the Silver Age, will come only in the Silver Age, and they will 
not come in the Copper and the Iron Ages. Expansion takes place constantly. It is not that those, who are kings in 
the Silver Age, will come only in the Silver Age. The uneducated ones will have to carry burdens before the 
educated one. Only Baba can know the secret of this drama. Now you know that all of your friends and relatives 
are residents of hell. What was said? The friends and relatives of this birth or the friends and relatives of many 
births? [Students are saying something.] Of this birth? Only those of this birth? The soul has the accounts of 
many births, doesn’t it? The accounts of various previous births will be declared, will certainly come before us in 
the Confluence Age, in practice. So, you know that all of your friends and relatives are residents of hell and we 
are in the purushottam Confluence Age. We are becoming the most elevated (purushottam) now. There is a great 
difference between living outside and coming here to stay for 7 days. The significance of the 7 day bhattixi here 
was mentioned. You leave the company of swans and go into the company of herons. When you leave this place, 
you leave the gathering of swans and you go to the gathering of herons. You come into their company. There are 
also the ones who corrupt the others very much. What are all of them in the world like? They corrupt the others. 
Many children don’t even care about the murli. The father explains, ‘Don’t make a mistake. You have to become 
fragrant flowers. Only once is enough for you.’ What? The pilgrimage of remembrance. Here, you are only in 
the company of Brahmins. [A student is saying: In the Confluence Age.] In the Confluence Age? Think a little 
and then speak! Is there only the company of Brahmins in the Confluence Age? During the 7 day bhatti there is 
only the company of Brahmins. This period of 7 days to be baked was mentioned. When you go outside, you 
become weak. What should you do? Again 7 days. Again become firm and go! There is a great difference 
between the highest on high and the inferior ones. The children write, ‘Baba, what can I - one swan do in a flock 
of herons. The herons prick with thorns. We have to do a lot of hard work.’ By following the shrimat of the 
father you will also receive a high position. They prick you with thorns, but the efforts which you make living in 
the world of thorns, if you make them according to the father’s Shrimat… you will also receive a high position. 
Always remain a swan. Don’t become a heron in the company of herons. It shouldn’t happen that you would 
become influenced by the colour of the company.  

There is a song, ‘They listen with surprise, they protest, they run away.’ Who? Who listens with 
surprise, protests, and runs away? [Students are saying something.] Those who become herons in the company of 
herons. The issue of Madhuban was mentioned, ‘They are in Madhuban, and in Madhuban the colour of the 
company a little bit…’ it is because Maya comes in Madhuban too…! The colour of the company had an effect a 
little bit and that’s it! The drishti, the vritti xii, the vibrations* changed. Love for the one changes . So, what time 
is the song about, ‘They listen with surprise, they protest, they run away?’ [Students: The Confluence Age.] 
About which place in the Confluence Age? [Students: About Madhuban.] Yes, about Madhuban. They listen 
with surprise, they protest, they run away. If they have a little knowledge, they will come to paradise, but there 
will be a difference like between the day and the night. Even if they run away to the outside world, what will be 
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the result, if they have a little knowledge? They will come to paradise anyway, but because of running away, 
those who became instruments in causing the defamation of the father cannot receive a high position. They will 
suffer very severe punishments. The father says, ‘If you don’t follow my directions and become impure, you will 
receive 100 times punishment.’ The ones born as those who cremates dead bodies are also needed, aren’t they? 
The kingdom is being established. Which ‘my directions’ were mentioned? Which direction did he mention 
here? If you belong to the father, have the relationship with the father through the drishti, through the vritti, 

through the speech, through the actions, through the organs of action! Despite coming into relationships or 
contacts with the others, keep the intellect completely detached. If you don’t do like this, you will receive 100 
times punishment. The ones born as those who cremate dead bodies are also needed, aren’t they? What are the 
one who cremate dead bodies? The kingdom is being established. You forget these issues. If someone 
remembers this, he will certainly make efforts to receive a high position. If he doesn’t make efforts, it is 
understood that he turns a deaf ear to this. It doesn’t matter that the same issues are mentioned everyday; they are 
like a hot pan – a drop of knowledge on it and nothing left. They turn a deaf ear to this, because they don’t love 
the father. Why do they turn a deaf ear? They don’t have the loving intellects. Despite staying here the 
connection of the intellect runs towards the children. The father says, ‘Forget everything.’ It is called vairagxiii. It 
is also in percentage. Thoughts wander somewhere. If they love each other, their intellect clings to each other. 
Baba explains everyday, ‘Everything, whatever you see through these eyes, has to be finished.’ Does everything 
whatever you see have to be finished? Why? Our brothers and sisters will not be finished. Will the brothers and 
sisters whom we can see through these eyes, who are in the advanced knowledge, be finished? [A student is 
saying: They will be finished because of knowledge.] Will they be finished because of knowledge? Do the 
brothers and sisters in the advanced knowledge have to break off, so they would be finished because of 
knowledge? If one is finished because of ignorance, it is right. But how will they be finished because of 
knowledge? [Students are saying: all of them will change.] Yes, the forms which we can see, all the features* 
which we can see, are tamopradhan. All these features will change. Your intellect should remain connected with 
the new world. You have to connect the intellects with the unlimited companion. Don’t connect the intellect with 
limited companions. This Beloved one is wonderful. Who is the unlimited companion? [A student: The father.] 
The Beloved one – the father. They sing in the path of devotion, ‘When you come, we will not remember anyone 
else apart from you.’  

The third page. Now I have come. He is reminding you of it. Baba is reminding you of it. He is 
reminding you of it with great ardour. Now I have come. You have been making promises for 63 births, ‘When 
you come, we will sacrifice ourselves and we will not remember anyone.’ So, now I have come. So, now you 
must withdraw the connection of the intellect from all around. You must withdraw the connection of the intellect 
from all the pending accounts of 63 births. Must you withdraw…? Must? Is it any compulsion? [A student: 
Voluntarily…] If you don’t withdraw easily, then…? The father is almighty. Everything will turn to dust. What 
everything? [A student is saying something.] All this to what the intellect clings. The body, the bodily 
relationships, the bodily products – everything will turn to dust. It is as if you connect the intellect with dust. If 
apart from one father you are attached to some other thing, to some other person, to what are you attached? 
[Students: To dust.] To dust. Dust means a dead body (murda). They say, don’t they, ‘He returned to dust.’ If 
you connect the intellect with me, you will become a master. The father makes you so intelligent. The human 
being don’t know what devotion is, what knowledge is? What is it? What devotion is and what knowledge is? 
Knowledge means recognition (pahecan), information (jankari). Someone recognised and come to know 
something; then after knowing and recognising it he uses it – it is knowledge. What will happen, if we use 
something that we don’t know, that we don’t recognise at all? It is devotion based on the blind faith, isn’t it? 
Will we fall down or will we rise? [Students: We will fall down.] We will definitely fall down. So, the human 
beings don’t know what the religious devotion is and what knowledge is? Now, you have received knowledge, 
so you understand devotion too. Now you can feel* how much sorrow is there in devotion. Why is there sorrow? 
It is because the religious devotion makes you adulterous. And what about knowledge? One father and no one 
else. Knowledge makes you unadulterated. Sorrow comes from adulteration. Happiness comes from being 
unadulterated. So, you can feel* how much sorrow in there in devotion. The human beings perform devotion and 
they consider themselves to be very happy. They perform devotion and they consider themselves to be happy, 
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yet they say that God will come and give the fruit of it. Of what? [A student: Of devotion.] He will give the fruit 
of devotion. Arey! If you are happy, if you are happy, if you feel being in paradise through performing devotion 
itself, what fruit do you need? They don’t know. So, they don’t understand at all what fruit and to whom he will 
give. Now you know that the father has come to give the fruit of devotion. You have to follow the directions of 
the father from whom you receive the fruit of the capital of the world. Which fruit? Which fruit of devotion? 
Receiving the capital of the world. The father is the only father, who comes and establishes your capital. The 
other religious fathers establish only their religion. They don’t establish your kingdom or the capital. They go 
away just like this after establishing their religion – just like Brahma. What did he do before leaving? He 
established the rules, the practices of the Brahmin religion and went away. He didn’t establish the capital of 
Lakshmi and Narayan. You have to follow the directions which the father gives. That one is called the highest 
direction. Everyone receives the directions, but some can follow them, some cannot follow them. The unlimited 
kingdom has to be established. Now you understand what you were and what your situation is now. Maya 
finishes them completely. This is like the world of the dead bodies. You used say ‘yes, yes’ to whatever you used 
to listen to in the path of devotion. Now, if you hear somewhere about the true gathering somewhere, you will 
laugh that they tell such lies. One father tells the truth. So, you should remember such a father, shouldn’t you? If 
someone from outside would sit here… What does it mean the one from inside and the one from outside? What 
does it mean the one from inside? [Students are saying something.] One who became a child of the father, who 
has a faithful intellect… Because the father says, ‘Explain to them and get them write it.’ Having explained to 
them fully, have them write a complete letter of faith. [A student is saying something.] Everyone receives the 
directions. This is like the world of the dead bodies. If someone from outside would sit here, he wouldn’t 
understand anything at all. The one who has an unfaithful intellect, who didn’t listen to knowledge, who didn’t 
recognise the father, will not understand anything at all. He will say, ‘No one knows what they talk about.’ The 
entire world says that the Supreme Soul is omnipresent (sarvyapi), and they say, ‘He is our father.’ What does 
the entire world of the Brahmins say? [A student: That he is omnipresent.] Where do they say that he is 
omnipresent? Where in the world of the Brahmins do they say that the Supreme Soul is omnipresent? They don’t 
say like this! They don’t say that he is omnipresent. But do they say where he is present in one (ekvyapi)? Who is 
that one in whom he is present? Where is he present? In which body is he present? All right, he is not 
omnipresent; OK we accepted that he is not omnipresent. But tell us where he is present? [A student is saying 
something.] If they don’t know that he is present in one, what does it mean? That…? [Students: He is 
omnipresent.] He must be omnipresent. The entire world says that the Supreme Soul is omnipresent and they 
say, ‘He is our father; he is not omnipresent; he is present in one and that one is our father.’ They will deny 
categorically, ‘No, no, he cannot be the father.’ ‘Yes, yes’ will constantly emerge from you, and ‘no, no’ will 
constantly emerge from them. For this reason the new ones are not allowed* here, because it is not the gathering 
for everybody. The special souls, the educated souls are in it. Arey! Can everybody be admitted to the university? 
[Students: no.] The basic knowledge is a different issue. Everyone can go and learn in the ABCD school. And 
what about the high studies? [Students: Not everyone.]  
 
                                                   
i Subah ko amir, shyam ko fakir.  
ii Satopradhan – the stage of the soul and matter dominated by goodness and purity. 
iii  Tamopradhan – the stage of the soul and matter dominated by darkness and ignorance. 
iv Manmanabhav – merge your mind in me; madhyajibhav – sacrifice all the actions for me. 
v Sato, rajo, tamo – sato (satopradhan) – the stage dominated by goodness and purity; rajo (rajopradhan) – the mixed stage, half pure half 
impure, between sato and tamo; tamo (tamopradhan) – the stage dominated by darkness and ignorance 
vi Conquering all the traces of attachment and remaining in constant remembrance of one. 
vii Drishti the way of seeing the world, people and so on resulting from the way of thinking 
viii  Yuga - one of 4 parts of a cycle; they are: Satyuga (the Golden Age), Tretayuga (The Silver Age); Dvaparyuga (the Copper Age), 
Kaliyuga (the Iron Age); each of them has the same duration – 1250 years; the 5th part is the Sangamyuga (the Confluence Age), which is the 
period of 100 years in the very end of the Iron Age before the beginning of the Golden Age. 
ix Pravritti - the inclination toward each other of two parts having opposing or different natures; like the soul and the body, the man and the 
woman. One part without the other is useless, therefore they have to join and then they can perform actions. Therefore this is the path of 
pravritti (pravritti marg) – the path of inclination, the path of being engaged; often translated as the path of the household.  
x Nivritti - in contrast to the pravritti is the nivritti – isolation, being alone, renunciation. On the path of the nivritti they renounce the life in 
the household and remaining in the isolation they make efforts to gain the eternal liberation  (moksha) 
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xi Bhatti – the 7 day intensive program of during which they study the father’s knowledge and remain in yoga; the foundation of one’s 84 
births. 
xii Vritti – the quality of thoughts and their vibrations 
xiii  Vairag – the stage of indifference towards this world. 
 
 
------------------------- 
 
* words which Baba uses in English 
[xxx] words that are added in the translation for the better understanding of the English sentences.  
(xxxx) – terms in Hindi 
 
 
This text is a draft of translation prepared for ShivBaba’s final approval. 

 


